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ËăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕČÕčļ
]ëÅČõñõ
Fred Holloway
Kaumatua
We continue to be grateful for, and honoured by the contribution of Matua Fred Holloway
as our Kaumatua.
As well as attending and officiating at a large number of public events, ‘Papa Fred’ has
attended our Board meetings and always provides wise counsel and important insights.
We are much richer for this contribution.

E Matua
Ka nui ngā mihi ki a koe
Tēnā Koe
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SŁĭŁ¥ñ²ă²ļ²ăõ
Vision – Pae Tawhiti kia Ita
Vision: Connected, thriving, resilient and sustainable West Auckland
Mission:

Connect community
organisations and
build their capability

Strengthen and
grow a sense of
identity in our
communities

Enable meaningful
participation

Activate ideas
and aspirations

Help communities take
action for themselves
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Think globally, act locally

Our finances

The sustainable development goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set by the
United Nations General Assembly in 2015 for the year 2030. They are a call for action by
all – aiming to end poverty and building economic wellbeing, while addressing social needs
and tackling climate change and environmental degradation.

Our work this year was made possible through many sources of funding,
resulting in more than two dozen funding agreements.

Our Community Waitakere work, in our very local context, does its bit to contribute to the
following global goals and their targets:

Approximately a third of our funding comes from our three western
local boards, with about another third from Auckland Council;
we also received funding from central government (Ministry for
the Environment and Department of Interior Affairs) and from the
philanthropy of Foundation North, NZ Lottery Grants Board, The Trusts
Community Foundation and the Working Together More Fund.
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Our Team

cŁİ|ÕĔĭĆÕ

Aroha Te Namu Kai Whakawhanake Hapori
Community Developer
Bronwyn Smith
Environmental Education Coordinator
Chris Burton
Environmental Team Leader

ÅļĔŁ]ëÅS²õİþčë²

Leao Tildsley
Community Developer (Until July 2020)
Dr Maj De Poorter
Accountability, Reporting & Fundraising
(Until Oct 2020)

Our Board members

Mandy Spencer
Resource Centre Coordinator
Mark Allen
Executive Officer
Miriam Gabriel
Community Developer (from Oct 2020)
David Kenkel
Chair Lecturer Social
Practice Unitec

Steve Parker
Treasurer
Retired Business GM

Penny Hulse
Former Chair
Environment and
Community Committee
Auckland Council

Charlie Moore
Former E.O.
Community Waitakere

Peter Hosking
Community Pestcontrol Coordinator
(Until June 2020)
Phil Needle
Community Pestcontrol Coordinator
(Until Dec 2019)
Russell du Plessis
Accounting
(Until July 2020)
Shalema Wanden-Hannay
Community Developer

Peter Young
Senior Manager
IT Business

Stephen Mataia
Pastor
Word of Life Church

Jade Tang-Taylor
Lecturer, Design
Thinking, AUT

Simon Grant
Ecological Restoration Coordinator
Sophie Barclay
Citizen Science Coordinator
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Ngā mihi nui kia koutou katoa
Nau mai, haere mai ki tēnei hui
At risk of stating the obvious, 2020 has been an
extraordinary year with all of us affected by the
Covid 19 lock-downs and many people in our
communities experiencing the lockdowns as an
additional burden on already tough times.

learning to enjoy baking during lockdown do not
reflect the stories of those who did it very hard
indeed. Hence, as an organisation that supports
communities we have a duty to also tell these
stories of difficulty and challenge.

Working from home and needing to minimise
social contact does not make communities go
away. Instead people find creative new ways to
connect.

We also found out that the state can do a great
deal to help and support people. The story that
we have heard for so long about the impossibility of funding more than minimal interventions
to target social well-being is now revealed as a
myth. Sometimes this is talked about as ‘crisis
socialism’. I prefer to think of it as an encouraging
reminder that governments owe a greater duty
of care to the well-being of people than
the well-being of economies, and, under the
right conditions governments can do a great
deal to enhance social well-being. I think this is
an important lesson that we should keep at the
forefront of our thinking as we move into a
new future.

Populations of people who are already economically and socially vulnerable become more vulnerable under Covid 19 conditions. The happy
TV stories of people taking up new hobbies and

Another lesson that has come from this very
difficult year is about the nature of people’s
relationship with work and responsibility. The
fairly common idea that people only work hard

Lessons learnt:
Communities act with grace and generosity in
the face of difficulty. As the research I have been
doing seems to indicate. The mad Max movies
are only fiction. In reality, in tough times people
pull together.
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if they are under the oversight of a manager or
boss has been shown to be untrue. In my observation, (and it would be great to see some
research about this), most workers thrived in the
high trust environment of working from home
and continued to be productive and responsible.
This is a lesson that again, I think we should keep
at the forefront of our thinking moving into the
future. It would be all too easy for these learnings
about how people truly react to challenge and
change to be lost in some sort of slide back to
business-as-usual.
I want to use this forum to thank the staff and
acknowledge the passion and inspiration they
bring to the wonderful work they do! Our CE
Mark Allen is doing a great job of both cherishing our histories and multiple relationships in the
community and considering how we move into
the future in ways consistent with our values
and vision. As a team, CW staff have responded
magnificently to the challenges of Covid 19 and
we have had a rich and successful year in consequence. We are very excited at the opportunities
that will open when we move to our new venue
on Alderman Drive. I would like to thank Leao,
who did fantastic work in the west Auckland
community, particularly in the neighborhoods
west of Henderson. Leao has moved on to other
things and we wish her well with her new direction. I would also like to welcome Miriam Gabriel
our newest member of the community development team. We are really pleased to have you
with us! I would also like to thank and acknowledge Dr Maj de Poorter who has departed to
work for Forest bridge, a major ecological restoration stretching from coast to coast in north
Auckland. Maj provided huge support to our
organisation across a wide range of areas. From
informing our ecological work and contributing
to our social media to overseeing our branding.
She produced our annual report for quite a few
years. Most significantly she has been essential
in securing funding for our activities and provid-
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ing our accountability reports. Maj, you will be
missed but we are also really happy that you have
found a local project of national significance that
will use all your talents.
Our board continues to be inspiring, and deeply
committed. I have been on quite some number
of boards over the years, and this is the only one
where I consistently look forward to meetings
and consistently have fun being at those meeting! As my wise sister Cathy Kenkel once said,
if you walk past a room full of people laughing
you can generally be sure it’s a productive group
of people. Personally, I have been enormously
grateful at the way the board has supported me
during my fairly frequent mental absences as I
complete the final throes of a doctorate. We are
sad to be losing Jade Tang-Taylor whose perspective and insights have been invaluable. We do
have a new addition to the board. We are very
pleased to be welcoming Zaif Khan to the board.
Zaif has a long history of working in communities
in the areas of women’s well-being and family
violence. Many of you may know her from her
previous work in West Auckland.
I want to thank our three local boards (with the
new fourth addition of working with Upper Harbour Local Board), Also other funders who even
in this difficult time have continued to support
and encourage us. And, Auckland Council, in
particular their funding of environment activity
through the targeted rates. Foundation North,
The Trusts Community Foundation and Lottery
also deserve our heartfelt thanks.
‘West Auckland together’ is gaining momentum
as an initiative and it is heartening to see the
west pulling together. Whether under the old
umbrella of Waitakere City Council, or simply
under the tagline of - ‘the West’, West Auckland
is a special place with unique characteristics that
I think gives us a special strength and it is wonderful to see the West begin to recognise
itself again.

The Election: Well gosh! – The possibilities that
come in consequence of the shift of balance of
authority are immense and I think we need to
take advantage of that as communities. For myself, I want to both applaud initiatives of government that do well by communities and hold government strongly to account when they do not
do as well as they should. Again, speaking personally as someone who has worked in the advocacy space for children and families, I want to
see a reform of both Oranga Tamariki and WINZ.
Both of which organisations have failed to live
up to the expectations of placing the well-being
of people’s first. The excuse of legacy problems
should no longer apply, and! this is a time to be
loud and assertive in pushing for the well-being
of all New Zealanders being at the forefront of
policy and practice. In this new context, my own
personal hope and intent is that Community
Waitakere and other aligned organisations will
take strong activist and advocacy positions pushing for the well-being of the most vulnerable in
our communities.
Thank you for coming today, I am (again) proud
to be a Westie and very pleased to be
here today.
Thank you all for being here.
Ngā mihi kia koutou

David Kenkel
Chair
Community Waitakere Charitable Trust
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&ŗÕËŁļõŕÕcêţËÕİÕĭĔİļ
Õ|őİĔčëĔ²Õ
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Tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou katoa
This year has been like no other. The first half at
the end of 2019 was a normal operational year
and then came Covid 19.
From June to Dec 2019, the CW team was working in New Windsor developing hub activities,
provided wonderful planting and educational
activities along te Wai o Pareira and in Orangahina, supported networking and facility development in Kelston and community events in Pomaria-Henderson North. They curated a Pekapeka
inspired art exhibition, facilitated kura design
students to create park development concepts
and conducted te reo Māori bat walks to name
just some of the inspiring and engaging activities.
Then Covid 19 appeared and everything changed.

Auckland community responded wonderfully. Whether it was our neighbourhood support
network, our local community centers, houses
and hubs or our coordination and service groups,
each aspect played its role. This ranged from
checking on needs and conveying them to those
who could assist locally, regionally and nationally, to creating and sharing trusted information
sources to directly distributing food and essentials. Neighbours helped each other, funders
looked for ways to support and west Auckland
organisations came together to coordinate
essentials being provided and we all shifted our
approach to digital and contactless rather than
face to face.

For our community, team, partners and our organisation, living with Covid’s impact locally and
internationally has been very challenging, very
tiring, sometimes scary, emotionally draining and
a time for reassessing priorities.

The response has been a testimony to not only
the westie spirit, the Waitakere way, but also to
all the work done over many years by many people in building capacity and connection across
our communities. It has reminded many of the
importance of community, community development and community capacity in providing that
resilience.

On the brighter side as our country came to
terms with staying home people rediscovered
their local environments and bird song. Our west

With the shutting of the parks and the limiting of
group sizes and contact, our CW team shifted to
digital connections using zoom, skype and teams,

previously unheard of tools, providing learning,
virtual café’s and local organising. As community sought connection to each other (“who is
the contact in our neighbourhood?”) and to
their local places (“we can hear the birds – what
are they?”) our team found ways to inform and
support whilst supporting their own families and
immediate neighbours.
Our governance team came together regularly,
providing much appreciated support and guidance. It was also a thinktank exploring issues and
concerns, generating research highlighting the
digital divide in west Auckland, the financial resilience of local organisations and raising concerns
of pending government service demands.
I am very proud of the way our team responded
and that our organisation was strong enough to
be able to look after and retain our whole team
through the peak. Post the lock down two members of the team, Leao and Maj decided to move
onto other projects. I’d like to acknowledge their
wonderful contributions to the team, organisation and community. Thank you and we wish you
well and look forward to working with you in your
new endeavours.
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CW has continued to strengthen our organisation, developing our internal systems and capacity to be more sustainable and fit for purpose and
the future. We are developing our capacity and
application of matauranga māori. This is informing our practice, how we deliver our mission, ngā
rongoā taiao, for healthier communities- healthier environments.

100’s of 1000’s of people being infected each
day and the death toll rising. But our bubble is
holding - just. It is sometimes easy to forget how
fortunate we are here. To have responded as a
country as we did, is a testimony to our
leadership, our civil society, government and
community service and to our social capital
that has been nourished over many years.

We are sourcing new premises to expand our services and support for community good activities
and we are creating new programmes to engage
and educate and inspire. We are moving our
financial management to be more in-house and
have new auditors here in Auckland. A small example of part of our journey is seeking to be less
paper intensive so we have designed our Annual
Report to be digital and with video but printable
if needed.

But we have a lot of work to do on environmental, social and community issues. Maori and
Pacifika communities continue to suffer at the
hands of our institutions and systems. Climate
change and ecological collapse are still incrementally happening.

We have other ideas we are working on and so
Community Waitakere is well positioned to continue to support west Auckland to thrive, grow
our resilience and connections now and into
the future.
Covid 19 has been hard on our sector and has
shown us some areas we need to work on in our
community infrastructure. This year we have
launched what will be a regular survey to take the
temperature of our social and community sector. The full report will be our soon but it showed
that many of community and social organisations
and workers “pivoted” but it also showed strong
concerns for funding and personal, organisational and system resilience in the medium to longterm. We are tired and fearful of being able to
sustain ourselves. One of our primary funders,
Auckland Council is financially stretched and our
ratepayers are feeling the pinch.
We are not out of the woods yet, the pandemic
is still raging out there in the world. As I write the
world is fully in the grip of the pandemic with

We as a community and as a sector can and must
do better. We have shown that we have strength,
resilience and fortitude in the west. We have the
systems and the capacity. We can and do work
with our government and Council. I think this crisis has reminded us of what we have and I hope
has underlined the need for the work we do. Our
sector and organisations are critical and we are
up for it. Watch this space.
Ngā mihi

Mark Allen
Executive Officer
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WHAKAWHANAKE KIRITATA

Community Waitakere works at neighbourhood level enabling
residents, “hubs”, and other organisations to implement community
aspirations. We assist them to work with stakeholders and Local
Boards. We support schools to be gateways of community building
and we support Marae/community cooperation. Our aim is to
build a sense of community, local pride, identity and connection,
contributing to a thriving, sustainable, and resilient West Auckland.
In our local community development placemaking, we always aim
to work with others and to respond to and support local aspiration.
As a result we often find ourselves in new (for us) uncharted
territory which is exciting, but also a bit scary because, of course,
there is no guarantee that a new idea will work – you only find out
by trying. Moreover, before anything meaningful can happen, the
first need is to grow relationships and partnerships — and this takes
time because they rely on building up of trust. Not surprisingly
then, the cornerstone of almost all our work lies with building and
honouring relationships.
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ĔČČŁčõļŘ"ÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļ
c¤E"ʴɾʆEČĭ²Ëļ
²čÑÕĴĭĔčĴÕ
West Auckland favours a collaborative approach such as the
Collaborative Marketplace. Partners: are: Community Waitakere,
Ecomatters, Family Action, Generation Ignite, Healthy Families,
Massey Matters, MPHS, Neighbourhood Support Waitakere, Sport
Waitakere, VisionWest, WEST. With the advent of Covid 19 the
Collaboration Marketplace became “West Auckland together A community and social sector collaboration to collectively support
west Auckland community during Covid 19”. Initiatives included:
a)

Supporting Emergency Food response
(Visionwest and Fono)

b)
c)
d)

Food resilience (KaiWest)
Neighbourhood response mapping
West Auckland Together hub:

e)

online Covid resource for residents
Central government MP and agency advocacy for the West

Community Waitakere actively supported and participated in this
partnership approach, and worked to connect these Covid-19 response
activities with people and whanau that needed them;
We were also able to draw attention to specific needs in Pasifika and
Māori community.
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Whau Local Board area
• Supporting New
Windsor Hub &
New Windsor
Street Connectors
• Letterbox drop to
all New Windsor
households & digital
groups and support

2020

NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT

WAITAKERE
RANGES

HENDERSON
- MASSEY

Waitakere Ranges
Local Board area

Henderson-Massey
Local Board Area

• Sharing details on
whanau in need
with VisionWest,
Hoani Waititi Marae
and Te Whanau o
Waipareira – using
our local knowledge

• Use our trusted and
local relationships
to connect people
and whanau from
Lincoln North/
HMLB with
Agencies, initiatives,
and wider support
available

• Matua Pasifika feed insights in
Pasifika community
needs into West
Auckland Covid
Collaboration

• Supporting Te
Kotuku kura
whanau access to
food parcels by
connecting them
with Fair Food
distributors

• Linkage to wider
discussion on
Whau Homeless
community

• Part of West
Auckland collective
approach to support
Māori whanau
• Facilitating 400+
whanau accessing
food parcels

• With Fair Food and
Pomaria school:
1200 food parcels
(400 Lincoln North
families)
• Part of Pacifica
Covid Collaboration
• Support Kai West /
Te Puna Market

WHAKAWHANAKE KIRITATA
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Ethkick West – Celebrating our West
Auckland Diversity Cancelled due to COVID
For three years we have successfully organised
Ethkick West – a celebration of our West
Auckland Diversity through a shared passion
for 7-a-side football. The days have always
been very positive, and well supported by
the community - with 25, 20 and 27 teams
respectively. Teams are from our ethnic
communities, be they refugees, recent
migrants, or long established, and both men’s
and women’s teams participate.
Unfortunately the event had to be cancelled
this year due to COVID-19. It will be
rescheduled for 2021.
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Financial support:
Henderson-Massey
Local Board, NZ
Lottery Grants
Board, The Trusts
Community
Foundation

Highlights of our work 2019-2020

Schools as gateway to
wider community
• Hauora Day at
Pomaria School —
a free whānau event
• Pomaria School:
Community Radio
(with students) and
revolving fridge
food sharing (with
parents)
• Henderson North
School: Initiation of
Arts project
• Henderson North
School: Longest
table Twilight Dinner
(parents, teachers)

Neighbourhood
events & community
building events

Main partnerships,
collaborations, support:
Pomaria school, Henderson
North School, Fair Food,
Kai West / Te Puna Market,
Te Kura Kaupapa Māori o
Te Kōtuku, Healthy families

• Schools/community
— inter-generational
mix (students &
seniors) e.g. at
Pomaria school and
Henderson
North School
• Support Kai West /
Te Puna Markets

Case study Pomaria Community Day
— Hauora Day at Pomaria School

• Te Kura o te Kotuku
(support family
wellbeing initiatives)

A free whānau event with kai,
entertainment, free health checks/testing
and takeaway information.

• Support developing
community leaders

26

Over 300 visitors from local Lincoln North
community.
Partnership CW and Pomaria School
Over 20 organisations participating
Great success.

Details
Download the
HMLB 2019-2020
short report
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Highlights of our work 2019-2020

PARRS
ALBIONVALE
SEYMOUR

GLEN EDEN
SOUTH OF
WEST COAST
RD

Glen Eden (Parrs Park/
Albionvale/Seymour)

Glen Eden – (South of
West Coast Road)

• Networking / developing
relations with Agencies
and Service providers
in Glen Eden (e.g.
Kāinga Ora, Housing NZ,
Belong Aotearoa etc ),
to facilitate better wrap
around services
• Scoping future work in
Seymour with MPHS
• Assist local projects (e.g.
food/garden ideas)
• Support residents to
communicate with Marae
directly on common
interests

• Supporting Glen Eden
Community House
(GECH) → more visibility,
more use by locals
• Open Door Day with Glen
Eden Community House
• Fostering collaboration,
synergies Prospect
School & GECH & others
• Ongoing work on Sunvue
Landscape design
cooperation with Marae,
Kura, Unitec and
Boffa Miskell
• Supporting
local initiatives

Financial support:
Waitakere Ranges
Local Board, NZ
Lottery Grants
Board, The Trusts
Community
Foundation

HŌANI
WAITITI
MARAE

Supporting Hōani
Waititi Marae
• Working closely with
Hōani Waititi Marae and
Kura, supporting their
Community Development
and connections
Details
• Open Door Days
with Marae

Download the
WRLB 2019-2020
short report

• Facilitating 2 events with
Raukura as part of Glen
Eden activation
• Support Belong
Aotearoa to build strong
relationships with Māori,
migrants and newcomers
being resettled in West
Auckland
• Post Covid continuation of
work on food security as
part of Māori resilience –
(in partnership with Marae
& Healthy Families )

Main partnerships, collaborations, support:
Hōani Waititi Marae , Belong Aotearoa,
Healthy families, VisionWest, Te Whanau
o Waipareira, Te Kura Kaupapa Māori o Te
Kōtuku, Glen Eden Library, Kāinga Ora,
Housing NZ, MPHS, Glen Eden Community
House, Prospect School, Titirangi
Community House, Sport Waitakere,
Te Whare Kura o Hōani Waititi Marae,
Unitec, Boffa Miskell
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More Details
New Windsor Detailed
Report 2019-2020

¥ñ²ŁVĔË²ĆĔ²İÑİÕ²

Whau LB Short Report
2019-2020

Highlights of our work 2019-2020

Financial support:

NEW
WINDSOR

GLENAVON

KELSTON

New Windsor

Glenavon

Kelston

• Community Waitakere
started its work in New
Windsor in July 2019
• Partnership with New
Windsor Primary School
and Creation of a
Community Hub
• Development of various
resident groups
and teams
• Building a volunteer
Hub team
• Residents keen to be
part of celebrating
New Windsor
• Resilience building
(Covid) and leveraging
for post-Covid

• Support for the Glenavon
Community Trust and
the Glenavon Hub and its
coordinator
• Scoping for a placemaking project (HNZ
Miranda Reserve)
• Support for Glenavon
Ladies Night

Whau local Board,
NZ Lottery Grants
Board, The Trusts
Community
Foundation

• Support for the
Kelston Hub
• Support the developing
role of schools as a
gateway to the wider
community

Main partnerships, collaborations,
support:

• Scoping and
implementing Kelston
Konnect – kickstarting
great community korero
• Matua Pasifika
activities –
including with
Fono

Case study:
Very successful Matariki community event
(a New Windsor Community Hub and
school Partnership event, supported by
Community Waitakere and Whau
Local Board)
• Celebrating diversity
• Over 500 participating

New Windsor Primary School,
New Windsor Community Hub,
Fono, Kelston Hub, Kelston School
cluster (Kelston Boys High School,
Kelston Girls High School. Kelston
Intermediate), Glenavon Community
Trust, Glenavon Community Hub,
Blockhouse Bay Baptist Church,
Whau Local Board,
Auckland Council
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CW Umbrella for

30 Neighbours Day

36 Neighbours Day

43 Neighbours Day

the Neighbours Day

Applications for the

Applications for the

Applications for the

Aotearoa funds in all

Waitakere Ranges

Whau Local Board

Henderson Massey

3 West Auckland

Local Board Area

Area (Six events

Local Board Area

Local Boards

(Four events canceled

were cancelled due

(Nine events canceled

due to COVID-19)

to COVID-19)

due to COVID-19)
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Local community organisations require
ongoing education and capability
building to realise positive outcomes
in the context of the complex social,
economic and environmental challenges
our communities face.
More information can be found on
our website.
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We provided community education opportunities through a regular
programme of capability training courses, held at the Waitakere
Community Resource Centre (WCRC). These half-day courses are
designed specifically for community organisations, not-for-profit
groups and individuals within the social sector. The fees allow us to
pay for the variety of highly professional experts, while coordination
is funded by the three Western Local Boards and the NZ Lottery
Grants Board.
COVID-19 Effects:
• There was an increased demand for online information sharing
and networking.
• During lock-down we shifted to online workshops (zoom)
• We supported the development of mapping of neighbourhood level
3 and 4 activities and we supported the coordination of community
agency responses through West Auckland Together.

Leading in Communities – cancelled due to COVID-19
Community Waitakere has been running the Leading in Communities
(LIC) programme for 5 years. The overall purpose of the programme is
to recognise and grow the capability, connectedness and confidence
of emerging community leaders in West Auckland. The programme is
offered free to participants, usually with 8 weekly sessions. Organised
and convened by Community Waitakere, guest speakers and
facilitators helped to provide the content.
Due to COVID-19 this year’s programme had to be cancelled, as
it could not be delivered online. We will resume this programme
when possible. In light of Covid 19 the focus will be on street and
neighbourhood level organisers.
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Community E-noticeboard & Digital Information Hub
The Community Waitakere e-noticeboard (newsletter) provides a one-stop source of news,
events, updates and invites. It enables individuals and organisations to efficiently remain
connected and informed, and to better support and participate in their communities.
This is a free service proudly offered by Community Waitakere. It is available by email
(sign up here) or online.
Facebook is increasingly being used to highlight upcoming events/information and to
support other stakeholders.

1003

3-4x

24/7

Subscribers to
e-noticeboard/
newsletter

Per week by email /
150 x each year

Available on our
website and Facebook

WHAKANGUNGU MAHI
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Open Door Days
Open Door Days provide a networking opportunity for and within, the West Auckland
community and voluntary sector. Connecting community leaders, community
organisations, social service providers and government agency staff who serve West
Auckland, encouraging stronger joined-up localised services – there is an increasing need
for such connections.
Open Door days “in person” were held (usually co-hosted) at Te Manawa (the new facility
at North-west), Te Whanau o Waipareira (over 60 people present), The Trusts, co-hosting
with Te Wananga o Aotearoa Waitakere Campus, the Women’s Centre Waitākere, the Glen
Eden Community House, as well as a special Kelston Konnect;
COVID-19
• Open Door days had to switch to digital platform.
• If required, ZOOM meetings can continue to provide a meaningful alternative.

Case study:
The planned hui at Hoani Waititi Marae had
to be replaced by a ZOOM open door day,
Guest speakers Will Flavell - Henderson
Massey Local Board Deputy Chair and
Fasitua Amosa – Member Whau Local
Board sharing why they decided to stand
for local board and why the Māori and
Pasifika participation is so important.

WHAKANGUNGU MAHI
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Waitakere Community Resource Centre (WCRC)
The Waitakere Community Resource Centre is located at 8 Ratanui St, Henderson.
It provides:
• Low cost office accommodation
• Friendly affordable community event and meeting room space
• ‘Walk in’ advice to our local community
Users of the Resource Centre Come from a very wide range in the West Auckland
community – from grass roots community organisations to central government agencies
looking to connect with community members.
COVID-19
• Community Waitakere provided a rent holiday to tenant groups to ensure their
continued operation.
• The Resource Centre was closed under level 4 .
• Manager’s activities took on a new focus in providing active liaising for the local
homeless community
Details on how to use the WCRC can be found on our website.
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KŌTUITUI TĀNGATA KI TE TAIAO

Community Waitakere have been delivering successful community
focused environmental programmes for over 10 years. Through this
time we have developed close relationships with many local community
groups, schools, organisations, funders and relevant Auckland Council
departments.. We believe that the environment and community are
inextricably linked, and that we cannot have a healthy community without
a healthy environment.
The experiences we provide are relevant and meaningful and inspire
participants to take further positive action as individuals and groups
understand what role they can play in creating positive change.
We know that people want to connect with their local areas. We think
that anyone has the right to easily access nature, to see and understand
its values, and to participate in protecting it. The Parliamentary
Commissioner for the Environment recently clearly stated the importance
of community-based conservation not only for its contribution to
safeguarding our environment for future generations, but also as an
important social construct in our society.
Our programmes are inclusive and in line with Te Tiriti o Waitangi through
the development of bilingual resources and inclusion on
Te Ao Māori components in programme delivery.
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Inanga are one of the five whitebait/galaxiid species native to Aotearoa and,
although they currently make up the majority of the whitebait catch, are rated
as at risk and declining. Inanga lay their eggs during spring high tides in upstream vegetation. Their eggs are at risk from being eaten by pests, mowed over
by contractors, as well and continued declines in water quality.
Through funding from the Henderson Massey Local Board, Community
Waitakere have been identifying, surveying, and protecting inanga habitats
across the local board area. The project has a strong community focus and aims
to not only raise awareness, but protect and enhance spawning habitat.
For more on our Inanga work see our website.
Read our cool online learning resource.
COVID-19 lockdown meant we had to cancel several community events,
including the very popular Freshwater frenzy. They will be back next year!

Highlights for 2019 – 2020 included:
• Monitored 5 sites for spawning with eggs found at 1
• Pest monitoring undertaken at 3 sites where eggs were found last year
• Community engagement/ education sessions undertaken at 4 sites
(before COVID-19) with Rutherford College Enviro Group Students,
A supported Life, Royal Road School, ACG Sunderland Primary School
• Planting at 3 sites
• Initiated discussion on weir improvement to benefit Inanga mobility with
Auckland Council specialists
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Nga Puna Manaaki Wahapu is a citizen science based wetland monitoring project
focused on raising the profile of one of our most endangered habitats: wetlands!
The first three years of this project have been delivered by Community
Waitakere with funding by the Ministry for the Environment. During this year,
we obtained funding from Auckland Council and Henderson Massey Local Board
that allows transition into ongoing wetland community conservation beyond the
original MfE funds. The focus is on urban wetlands in West Auckland.
Wetlands are extremely precious and rare; In Tamaki Makaurau we have just 3 per
cent left, and nationally, a mere 10 per cent of these biodiversity rich habitats.
Learn more about wetlands.
Check out our on-line learning resource on freshwater quality.

Highlights for 2019 – 2020 included:
• Te reo resources that were created together with Te Kura Kaupapa Māori o
Te Kotuku with MfE funding, have been shared with Manāki Whenua and
Pōmaria School for their use as well
• Eel book created as an educational resource for school.
• Trialled the bird count methodology for three cryptic wetland birds –mātātā/
fernbird, pūweto/spotless crake and moho pererū/banded rail.
• Double-page spread in Sunday Star Times
• Consolidating continuation of project where we will be supporting Te Kura
Kaupapa Māori o Te Kotuku with to re-establish and restore the Paremuka
stream and wetland on the Kura grounds. Auckland Council/Healthy Waters
provided funding for this.
• Consolidation of community / volunteer restoration of Harbourview
Orangihina Reserve and ensuring future funding through
“Wild About te Atatu”
• Transitioning further collaboration with Rutherford College for ongoing
predator control into “Wild About te Atatu” programme

KŌTUITUI TĀNGATA KI TE TAIAO
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Te Wao Nui o Tiriwa/The Waitakere Ranges are one of the few areas within
greater Auckland where these unique, endemic mammals are still found.
Sadly, the pekapeka are critically endangered. They face a number of key
threats: introduced predators, removal of old trees, poor stream quality
(impacting their food e.g. insects), climate change and kauri dieback (the
preferred roost tree of the pekapeka tou roa).
Our pekapeka community engagement and environmental education work is
funded by the Waitākere Ranges Local Board.

Ngā hikoi o ngā pekapeka – bat walks and community engagement
This year’s highlights included:
• 4 bat walks delivered at the start of the Opanuku Pipeline track – the location
is family friendly and accessible for prams and wheelchairs
• One of the public walks was run in te reo Māori and te reo materials
were produced
• 83 participants on the walks
• Bat walk training with individuals for several NGO’S including the Matuku Link
Project, Pest Free Piha, EnviroSchools North and Forest & Bird Waitākere
• Pilot with Matuku link to trial the use of bat loggers by volunteers
• Updated pekapeka tou roa poster and resources for schools

Case study: Pekapeka tou roa: Plight,
Life and Flight

• Community Waitakere presented at the Australasian Bat Conference on
community engagement in bat conservation, focusing on our engagement
with artists and work in te reo. Thank you Auckland Council for financially
supporting this attendance.

Science and arts working together: in
response to research funded in early
2019, Community Waitākere and a group
of artists presented an art exhibition at
Corbans Estate Art Centre. The opening
night was on Hallowe’en and around 70
people attended. During the exhibition a
series of free events were held including
training for using bat loggers, and two
events for families and children that were
well attended. See video.

KŌTUITUI TĀNGATA KI TE TAIAO
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Pekapeka Conservation
Video of bat conservation work that we did with AECOM, and Davidson-Watts
Ecology Ltd, supported by Auckland Council funding. We are honoured and
thrilled that the Pekapeka Tou Roa o Waitakere project won the September
2019 Mayoral Environmental Award (Innovation). This prize is testament to the
efforts of the team, as well as the many project partners.
With the financial support of Auckland Council, Community Waitakere, with
Annette Lees, has been coordinating the development of a region-wide
pekapeka strategy and citizen science platform.
More information on our work for pekapeka can be found on our website
More details about 2019-2020 can be seen here.
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Community Waitakere has delivered Project Twin Streams Henderson Creek since 2006,
funded by Auckland Council. It has been a combination of environmental education,
creative engagement, and a range of stream restoration activities including site
preparation, planting, weeding and other ongoing maintenance. The ecological corridors
created from the north-western motorway to the Henderson township are almost
continuous, and a great example of how communities can be most effectively involved in
urban restoration. More details can be found on our website.
Over the years numerous community groups, individuals and organisations have
participated. This year, COVID-19 lockdown significantly affected the amount of work
we were allowed to carry out on Council land, and the number of community sessions.
Nevertheless, overall results were still good:

1208

1130

1244

Native plants
planted this year

People from across
the community
participated

Hours from
participants

The following groups participated in our work on Henderson Creek this year:
• A supported Life
• Arohanui Special School
• Flanshaw Road School
• Pomaria Primary School
• Rutherford College Enviro Group
• UOA Engineering Dept

KŌTUITUI TĀNGATA KI TE TAIAO
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Connecting local people with place, fostering Kaitiakitanga.
Enhancing the Mauri of Te Atatu and the surrounding whenua.
Our most recent programme, Wild About Te Atatu, has a focus on the Te Atatu
Peninsula, and has received funding from Auckland Council, Henderson-Massey
Local Board and Foundation North. The vision is for an urban sanctuary where the
community engages with the environment and celebrates its values.
Our WATA approach is based on:
• Community engagement
• Support of community collaboration
• Providing expert guidance to community conservation efforts
(by our expert staff) so we can guarantee best practice for the wellbeing
of people and native wildlife alike.
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There are three major pillars of work towards the overall ‘Wild About te Atatu” vision:

Environmental education and action with schools and community groups

As society; many people have become disconnected from the natural world and their
surrounding communities. This disconnect results in a lack of understanding of how our
everyday actions can have a direct impact on the world around us.
The education component of Wild about Te Atatū works to reignite these connections
of people to place. Local students and participants take part in ‘hands on’ learning
opportunities that connect their hearts, hands and minds to their local place.
For further background see:

This year’s Highlights include:

712

1094

WATA

Participants in
environmental
education and action

Hours of
experiential
learning delivered

Facebook Page

Developed and
distributed fun, hands
on activities to engage
with nature in the
backyard during
Level 4 and 3 lockdown

KŌTUITUI TĀNGATA KI TE TAIAO
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Facilitating community ecological restoration at
Harbourview-Orangihina Reserve
Community Ecological restoration at Harbourview-Orangihina Reserve HarbourviewOrangihina Reserve has been designated by Council as an Area of Ecological Significance,
and it is identified as a “Wildlink Wonders” in the North West Wildlink. It supports a
number of threated bird and fish species including Inanga, banded rail (moho pererū),
fernbird (mātātā) and NZ dotterel and the recently confirmed Matuku and Spotless
Crake. It also is a “Wildlink Wonder” in the North West Wildlink collaboration.

This year’s Highlights include:

Project Orangihina
initiated - people
protecting the
environment, through
a coordinated
approach. It includes
Community Waitakere
staff, Forest and Bird
volunteers, Birds
NZ ornithologists
and others from the
community

First session of
wetland bird
monitoring with
community
volunteers in
October 2019. This
will now continue
twice yearly,
and supported
by funding from
Auckland Council

Pilot for monitoring
cryptic species

The project featured
in a Sunday Star article
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Coordinating and facilitating community engagement and
backyard conservation
Community engagement is mainstreamed throughout all our “Wild About Te Atatu “
work. In addition, we have appointed a community pest coordinator. Residents in the
wider Te Atatu Peninsula area are able to play a role in the long term vision of a Pest Free
Te Atatu. The coordinator is currently working with a number of residents and groups.
Case study: Metlifecare
More information can be found on our website.
Metlifecare (Waitakere
Gardens) is helping to make
a change at Orangihina
Harbourview Park.
Residents built a van-load
of rat traps and rat motels
and later were taken on a
field trip to the Reserve to
see these deployed and
doing their thing for native
biodiversity.

This year’s Highlights include:

77
By the end of June 77
residents had signed
up for backyard
trapping, with new
signs ups weekly
Impact from COVID-19
COVID-19 lockdown interrupted our
WATA work significantly, due to the
restrictions of working with groups
and/or students. In response we
diverted some of our staff’s energy
into alternative solutions, including
online materials to engage with nature
in your own backyard, uploaded two
years’ worth of data onto Trap NZ
(Bird monitoring, Monitoring tunnel
data and catch data) and planning for
future activities.

Several local
champions
identified and
supported
to develop
neighbourhood
projects around
predator control

Working closely
with the Waitakere
Gardens Retirement
Village workshop to
guide them towards
building backyard trap
enclosures and
rat motels.
(see case study)
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Community Waitakere acknowledges and thanks the full range of our funders, who alongside
Auckland Council and Local Boards support our activities both in the context of specific projects and
through the provision of vitally important ‘core’ funding that helps keep our doors open. Thank you,
key supporters.
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